Selenium is essential for life; twenty-five proteins contain selenocysteine (SeCys) at their active site. [1] These selenoproteins are mostly enzymes involved in cellular redox reactions (reduction-oxidation reactions that result in electron transfer, which underpins fundamental enzyme function and cellular signalling), but also include Se storage and transport proteins. [2, 3] The full complement of selenoproteins (the selenoproteome) is critical to normal physiology, and the appropriate dietary Se intake required to establish a fully functional selenoproteome is very low. Although most modern communities are not Se-deficient, appreciable geographical variation exists,[4] usually based on local soil Se content.
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A low Se status has been found to coincide with a higher incidence of various diseases [4] , likely due to dysfunction of core selenoproteins, [5] leading to a high incidence of dietary supplementation with Se. However, excess Se consumption rapidly leads to toxicity; clearly, dietary Se supplementation must proceed cautiously. Regardless, over 25% of the US population use Se supplements[6] despite the probability that they have nil or detrimental effects on health. [7] Optimal dose evaluation is further complicated by the different bioactive properties of various Se compounds. Therefore, it is critical that we develop a complete in vivo understanding of Se metabolism, benefits and toxicity to provide certified advice on the appropriate human dietary intake of this biologically active trace element.
We have applied the synchrotron-based methods, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) imaging and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to track the chemistry of selenium species in both cell culture and animal tissues under both normal physiological and disease model settings. [8] This reveals distinct fates for amino acid forms which can be related to their observed biological effect, [9, 10] a reductive metabolism for selenite [11] linked to delayed production of superoxide radical ions [12] and interactions with copper biochemistry, [13] as well as the discovery of a role for selenium in female reproductive function. [14] In several of these cases, the chemistry of selenium in intact tissue samples provides detail about the redox processes that are involved, while in others, redistribution of other heavy elements is informative. We are then able to link these observations to more traditional biochemical data, which provides valuable context.
As a result of this work, we formulated a hypothesis that, if correct, could reduce the increased incidence of miscarriage and birth defects in older women. The hypothesis was formed as a direct result of XRF imaging of bovine ovary tissues, which showed that selenium was transiently recruited to granulosa cells in ovarian follicles just prior to ovulation, and further biochemical studies, indicating that it was in response to a need for redox stress management. These findings suggest that oocytes in older women are exposed to greater levels of oxidative stress as a result of the aging of ovarian antioxidant defense mechanisms, and that the resulting oxidative damage to the egg is a cause of fertility issues. Prior theories had assumed that the oocytes themselves were degrading with age. If the hypothesis is true, it provides the opportunity to improve fertility in older women by boosting antioxidant defense in the ovary. Up-todate results on research pursuing this opportunity will be covered in the presentation. 
